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                                                                                                                ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC  

I.  LISTENING  

 Listen and write A for true  and B for false. 

1.Chu Van An was born in 1392.     

2. First he opened a school in his home village  

3. He began his career as a doctor.     
4.He died at the age of 78.      

Listen and choose the correct answer.  

5. Chu Van An was considered one of the most remarkable_____ in Vietnamese history 

A. educator             B. educators           C. educated                    D. education 

6. He was born in_________ 

A. Thanh tri District                          B. Thanh Xuan district    

C. Thanh Ba district                          D. Thanh nhan District 

7. He was _______ man 

A. a honest   B. honest           C. an honest                  D. honor 

8. He passed the_______ 

A. doctoral examination  B. royal examination   

C. regional examination             D. teaching examination 

II.  PHONETICS 

Choose the word whose underlind part is pronounced differently from the others 

9. A. chemistry  B. school  C. machine  D. character 

10. A. daughter  B. sauce  C. aunt  D. laundry 

11. A. helped   B. worked  C. danced  D. considered 

Choose the word whose main stressed syllable is placed differently from the others 

12. A. compose  B. music  C. salty  D. garden 

13. A. pancake           B. perform  C. enjoy  D. control 

III. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Choose (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence below  

14. I like beef noodle soup and my friends do ,……….. 

 A. too   B. so   C. either  D. neither 

15. He is a famous …………….His paintings are well-known all over the world 

 A. poet  B. singer  C. painter  D. Musician 

16. Orange juice is my favourite …………… 

 A. food  B. drink  C. dish  D. recipe 

17. There is _______ on the table. 

A. some books B. a cup of coffee C. a electric stove D. any bread 

18. Would you like ______tea?   

        A. a B. an C. some   D. any 

19.   Liz:   I am so nervous that I am putting on weight. 

       Tony: _______________________ . 

A. Wash your hand more   B. Eat less junk food      C. Sleep more    D. Sunbathe less 

20.  Jack spends almost his time staring at his smart phone,  _______ is very short-sighted. 

         A. and            B.  or   C. but       D. so 

21. His daughter wants to become a well known............. but she has no talent at all 

       A. act                         B. actor                       C. actress                     D. action 

22. All of us enjoy _________. to classical music. 

A. listen  B. listens  C. listening  D. listened 

23. The Japanese eat a lot of rice, ___________ they eat a lot of fish, too.  
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A. or              B. but             C. so   D. and  

24. Hoa looks red. She was outdoors yesterday. Perhaps she has _______ 

A. flu   B. sunburn           C. spots  D. stomachache  

25. My family has decided to use _________ electricity by using more solar energy instead. 

A. more  B. less   C. much  D. fewer 

26. I _________ playing board games interesting because I can play them with my friends. 

A. find   B. think  C. say   D. tell 

Circle the words or phrases that are not correct in Standard English 

27. The decorations for the party were create by Jessica 

             A                  B                   C       D 

28. Do you fancy to go out for a meal after work? 

       A           B       C            D 

29. Your shoes are the same color with mine. 

 A      B   C D 

30. The weather yesterday was as colder as today. 

          A   B C D  

IV. READING  

  Read the text and decide whether  the following statements are true (A) or false (B ) 

      Chalie Chaplin was an English actor, director, producer, and composer. He is known as the 

most creative person of the silent-film era. Charlie Chaplin’s portrayal of the tramp won the 

hearts of people all over the world.Chaplin was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889. He 

spent his childhood in poverty and hardship. In 1910, he began to perform pantomine in the 

United States. He first appeared on screen in 1914. He created his world-famous character, the 

Tramp, and he played this classic role in more than 70 films during his career. He also composed 

background music for most of his films. In 1972, Chaplin received an Honorary Academy Award 

for “the incalculable effect he has had in makingmotion pictures the art form of this century”. 

Chaplin died on the 25th of December, 1977, at his home in Switzeland. 

 31. Chalie Chaplin was an Chinese  actor.     _____ 

32. He was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889 .   _____ 

33. He played the Tramp in more than 70 films.     _____ 

34. Charlie Chaplin didn’t compose background music for his film. _____ 

35. Chaplin died when he was nearly 90 years old.    _____ 

Choose the correct answer to complete the passage by circling A, B, C or D  

        Camping is an activity in which people live (36) _________ temporarily. Campers 

participate in fishing, hunting, swimming, wildlife watching, plant study, and nature 

photography. It provides bodily benefits when it involves hiking to, from and around a campsite, 

and many people believe that camping makes youngsters (37) _________ more confident. 

Camping is suitable (38) _________ those who are in wholesome physical condition because it 

may require walking several times. The key to an ( 39 )_______ camping is planning because 

planning the trip before leaving helps (40) ________ avoid preventable accidents such as bad 

weather, injury, or simply a crowded campsite. 

36. A. upstairs  B. downstairs              C. inside   D. open-air 

37.  A. help  B. handle    C. feel   D. thumb 

38. A. in   B. for     C. at    D. on 

39. A. enjoy  B. enjoyable    C. enjoyment  D. enjoying 

 40. A. campers  B. groups    C. parties   D. cliques  

V. WRITING :  

Rewrite the sentences using the words in bracket. 

41. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting __________________________________________ 

42. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 



__________________________________________________________ 

43. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                

   Her taste _____________________________________  

44. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

_________________________________________________ 

45. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

________________________________________________________ 

    Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> ______________________________________________ 

47. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

48. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

49. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> _________________________________________________ 

50. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> _________________________________________________ 
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                                                                                                                ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC  

I.  LISTENING  

 Listen and write A for true  and B for false. 

1.Chu Van An was born in 1292.     

2. First he opened a school in his home village  

3. He began his career as a writer.     
4.He died at the age of 68.      

Listen and choose the correct answer.  

5. Chu Van An was considered one of the most remarkable_____ in Vietnamese history 

A. educators             B. educator           C. educated                    D. education 

6. He was born in_________ 

A. Thanh Ba district                          B. Thanh Xuan district    

C. Thanh tri District                          D. Thanh nhan District 

7. He was _______ man 

A. a honest   B. honest           C. honor   D. an honest                   

8. He passed the_______ 

A. doctoral examination  B. regional examination                

C. royal examination   D. teaching examination 

II.  PHONETICS 

Choose the word whose underlind part is pronounced differently from the others 

9. A. chemistry  B. school  C. character  D. machine  

10. A. aunt   B. sauce  C. daughter  D. laundry 

11. A. helped   B. considered C. danced  D. worked  

Choose the word whose main stressed syllable is placed differently from the others 

12. A. Salty  B. music  C. compose  D. garden 

13. A.  Control   B. perform  C. enjoy  D. pancake  
III. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Choose (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence below  

14. Would you like ______tea?   

        A. a B. an C. some   D. any 

15. His daughter wants to become a well known............. but she has no talent at all 

       A. act                         B. actor                       C. actress                     D. action 

16. All of us enjoy _________. to classical music. 

A. listen  B. listens  C. listening  D. listened 

17. The Japanese eat a lot of rice, ___________ they eat a lot of fish, too.  

A. or  B. but  C. so D. and 

18. I like beef noodle soup and my friends do ,……….. 

 A. either  B. so   C. too   D. neither 

19.   Liz:   I am so nervous that I am putting on weight. 

       Tony: _______________________ . 

A. Wash your hand more   B. Sunbathe less    C. Sleep more    D. Eat less junk food      20.  Jack 

spends almost his time staring at his smart phone,  _______ is very short-sighted. 

         A. so      B.  or   C. but       D. and 

21. He is a famous …………….His paintings are well-known all over the world 

 A. poet  B. singer  C. painter  D. Musician 

22. Orange juice is my favourite …………… 

 A. food  B. drink  C. dish  D. recipe 
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23. There is _______ on the table. 

A. some books B. a cup of coffee C. a electric stove D. any bread 

  

24. Hoa looks red. She was outdoors yesterday. Perhaps she has _______ 

A. flu   B. sunburn           C. spots  D. stomachache  

25. My family has decided to use _________ electricity by using more solar energy instead. 

A. more  B. much  C. less  D. fewer 

26. I _________ playing board games interesting because I can play them with my friends. 

A. say   B. think  C. find   D. tell 

Circle the words or phrases that are not correct in Standard English 

27. The weather yesterday was as colder as today. 

          A   B C D  

28. Your shoes are the same color with mine. 

 A      B   C D 

29. Do you fancy to go out for a meal after work? 

       A           B       C            D 

30. The decorations for the party were create by Jessica 

             A                  B                   C       D 

IV. READING  

  Read the text and decide whether  the following statements are true (A) or false (B ) 

      Chalie Chaplin was an English actor, director, producer, and composer. He is known as the 

most creative person of the silent-film era. Charlie Chaplin’s portrayal of the tramp won the 

hearts of people all over the world.Chaplin was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889. He 

spent his childhood in poverty and hardship. In 1910, he began to perform pantomine in the 

United States. He first appeared on screen in 1914. He created his world-famous character, the 

Tramp, and he played this classic role in more than 70 films during his career. He also composed 

background music for most of his films. In 1972, Chaplin received an Honorary Academy Award 

for “the incalculable effect he has had in makingmotion pictures the art form of this century”. 

Chaplin died on the 25th of December, 1977, at his home in Switzeland. 

 31. Chalie Chaplin was an English actor.     _____ 

32. He was born in London on the 16th of April, 1989 .   _____ 

33. He played the Tramp in more than 70 films.     _____ 

34. Charlie Chaplin composed background music for his film.  _____ 

35. Chaplin died when he was 88 years old.     _____ 

Choose the correct answer to complete the passage by circling A, B, C or D  

        Camping is an activity in which people live (36) _________ temporarily. Campers 

participate in fishing, hunting, swimming, wildlife watching, plant study, and nature 

photography. It provides bodily benefits when it involves hiking to, from and around a campsite, 

and many people believe that camping makes youngsters (37) _________ more confident. 

Camping is suitable (38) _________ those who are in wholesome physical condition because it 

may require walking several times. The key to an ( 39 )_______ camping is planning because 

planning the trip before leaving helps (40) ________ avoid preventable accidents such as bad 

weather, injury, or simply a crowded campsite. 

36. A. upstairs  B. open-air              C. inside   D. downstairs 

37.  A. feel  B. handle    C. help   D. thumb 

38. A. in   B. on     C. at    D. for  

39. A. enjoyable  B. enjoy    C. enjoyment  D. enjoying 

 40. A. parties  B. groups    C. campers   D. cliques  

V. WRITING :  

Rewrite the sentences using the words in bracket. 

41. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                



   Her taste _____________________________________  

42. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

________________________________________________________ 

43. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting __________________________________________  

44. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

__________________________________________________________ 

45. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

_________________________________________________ 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

47. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> _________________________________________________ 

48. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> ______________________________________________ 

49. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

50. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> _________________________________________________  
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                                                                                                                ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC  

I.  LISTENING  

 Listen and write A for true  and B for false. 

1.Chu Van An was born in 1229.     

2. First he opened a school in his home village  

3. He began his career as a teacher.    
4.He died at the age of 87.      

Listen and choose the correct answer.  

5. Chu Van An was considered one of the most remarkable_____ in Vietnamese history 

A. educator             B. education           C. educated                    D. educators  

6. He was born in_________ 

A. Thanh nhan District                        B. Thanh Xuan district    

C. Thanh Ba district                          D. Thanh tri District  

7. He was _______ man 

A. an honest                     B. honest           C. a honest  D. honor 

8. He passed the_______ 

A. doctoral examination  B. teaching examination   

C. regional examination             D. royal examination  

II.  PHONETICS 

Choose the word whose underlind part is pronounced differently from the others 

9. A. machine  B. school  C. chemistry  D. character 

10. A. daughter  B. sauce  C. laundry  D. aunt 

11. A. helped   B. worked  C. considered D. danced 

Choose the word whose main stressed syllable is placed differently from the others 

12. A. Music  B. compose  C. salty  D. garden 

13. A. enjoy           B. perform  C. pancake  D. control 

III. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Choose (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence below  

14. I like beef noodle soup and my friends do ,……….. 

 A. either   B. so   C. too  D. neither 

15. There is _______ on the table. 

A. some books B. a cup of coffee C. a electric stove D. any bread 

16. Orange juice is my favourite …………… 

 A. food  B. dish  C. drink  D. recipe 

17. He is a famous …………….His paintings are well-known all over the world 

 A. poet  B. singer  C. painter  D. Musician 

18. Would you like ______tea?   

        A. a B. an C. any   D. some  

19.   The Japanese eat a lot of rice, ___________ they eat a lot of fish, too.  

A. or              B. but             C. so   D. and 

20.  Jack spends almost his time staring at his smart phone,  _______ is very short-sighted. 

         A. and            B.  or   C. but       D. so 

21. His daughter wants to become a well known............. but she has no talent at all 

       A. act                         B. actor                       C. actress                     D. action 

22. All of us enjoy _________. to classical music. 

A. listen  B. listens  C. listening  D. listened 

23. Liz:   I am so nervous that I am putting on weight. 
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       Tony: _______________________ . 

A. Wash your hand more   B. Eat less junk food      C. Sleep more    D. Sunbathe less  

24. Hoa looks red. She was outdoors yesterday. Perhaps she has _______ 

A. sunburn   B. flu           C. spots  D. stomachache  

25. I _________ playing board games interesting because I can play them with my friends. 

A. tell   B. think  C. say   D. find  

26. My family has decided to use _________ electricity by using more solar energy instead. 

A. more  B. less   C. much  D. fewer 

Circle the words or phrases that are not correct in Standard English 

27. Your shoes are the same color with mine. 

 A      B   C D 

28. The weather yesterday was as colder as today. 

          A   B C D  

29. The decorations for the party were create by Jessica 

             A                  B                   C       D 

30. Do you fancy to go out for a meal after work? 

       A           B       C            D 

IV. READING  

  Read the text and decide whether  the following statements are true (A) or false (B ) 

      Chalie Chaplin was an English actor, director, producer, and composer. He is known as the 

most creative person of the silent-film era. Charlie Chaplin’s portrayal of the tramp won the 

hearts of people all over the world.Chaplin was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889. He 

spent his childhood in poverty and hardship. In 1910, he began to perform pantomine in the 

United States. He first appeared on screen in 1914. He created his world-famous character, the 

Tramp, and he played this classic role in more than 70 films during his career. He also composed 

background music for most of his films. In 1972, Chaplin received an Honorary Academy Award 

for “the incalculable effect he has had in makingmotion pictures the art form of this century”. 

Chaplin died on the 25th of December, 1977, at his home in Switzeland. 

 31. Chalie Chaplin was an Chinese  singer.     _____ 

32. He was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889 .   _____ 

33. He played the Tramp in more than 70 films.     _____ 

34. Charlie Chaplin didn’t compose background music for his film. _____ 

35. Chaplin died when he was 78 years old.     _____ 

Choose the correct answer to complete the passage by circling A, B, C or D  

        Camping is an activity in which people live (36) _________ temporarily. Campers 

participate in fishing, hunting, swimming, wildlife watching, plant study, and nature 

photography. It provides bodily benefits when it involves hiking to, from and around a campsite, 

and many people believe that camping makes youngsters (37) _________ more confident. 

Camping is suitable (38) _________ those who are in wholesome physical condition because it 

may require walking several times. The key to an ( 39 )_______ camping is planning because 

planning the trip before leaving helps (40) ________ avoid preventable accidents such as bad 

weather, injury, or simply a crowded campsite. 

36. A. open-air  B. upstairs              C. inside   D. downstairs 

37.  A. thumb  B. handle    C. help   D. feel  

38. A. in   B. on     C. for   D. at 

39. A. enjoyment  B. enjoy    C. enjoyable   D. enjoying 

 40. A. parties  B. campers    C. groups   D. cliques  

V. WRITING :  

Rewrite the sentences using the words in bracket. 

41. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

_________________________________________________ 



42. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different ))                

   Her taste _____________________________________  

43. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

________________________________________________________ 

44. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting __________________________________________ 

45. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

__________________________________________________________ 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> _________________________________________________ 

47. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> _________________________________________________ 

48. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> ______________________________________________ 

49. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

50. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=> ___________________________________________ 
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                                                                                                                ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC  

I.  LISTENING  

 Listen and write A for true  and B for false. 

1.Chu Van An was born in 1329.     

2. First he opened a school in his home village  

3. He began his career as a farmer.    
4.He died at the age of 78.      

Listen and choose the correct answer.  

5. Chu Van An was considered one of the most remarkable_____ in Vietnamese history 

A. educator             B. educated           C. educators                    D. education 

6. He was born in_________ 

A.  Thanh Xuan district                    B. Thanh tri District  

C. Thanh Ba district                          D. Thanh nhan District 

7. He was _______ man 

A. a honest   B. an honest      C. honest    D. honor 

8. He passed the_______ 

A. royal examination  B. doctoral examination   

C. regional examination             D. teaching examination 

II.  PHONETICS 

Choose the word whose underlind part is pronounced differently from the others 

9. A. school   B. machine  C. chemistry  D. character 

10. A. daughter  B. aunt  C. laundry  D. sauce 

11. A. considered  B. worked  C. helped  D. danced 

Choose the word whose main stressed syllable is placed differently from the others 

12. A. Music  B. garden  C. salty  D. compose  

13. A. enjoy           B. pancake  C. perform  D. control 

III. LANGUAGE FOCUS  

Choose (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence below  

14. Would you like ______tea?   

        A. some B. an C. a   D. any 

15. The Japanese eat a lot of rice, ___________ they eat a lot of fish, too.  

A. or  B. and  C. so D. but 

16. All of us enjoy _________. to classical music. 

A. listen  B. listens  C. listened  D. listening  

17. His daughter wants to become a well known............. but she has no talent at all 

       A. act                         B. actor                       C. actress                     D. action  

18. I like beef noodle soup and my friends do ,……….. 

 A. too  B. so   C. either   D. neither 

19.   There is _______ on the table. 

A. some books B. a cup of coffee C. a electric stove D. any bread  

20.  Jack spends almost his time staring at his smart phone,  _______ is very short-sighted. 

         A. so      B.  or   C. but       D. and 

21. He is a famous …………….His paintings are well-known all over the world 

 A. poet  B. singer  C. painter  D. Musician 

22. Orange juice is my favourite …………… 

 A. food  B. drink  C. dish  D. recipe 

23. Liz:   I am so nervous that I am putting on weight. 
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       Tony: _______________________ . 

A. Wash your hand more   B. Sunbathe less    C. Sleep more     D. Eat less junk food       

24. Hoa looks red. She was outdoors yesterday. Perhaps she has _______ 

A. flu   B. sunburn           C. spots  D. stomachache  

25. My family has decided to use ______ electricity by using more solar energy instead. 

A. more  B. much  C. less  D. fewer 

26. I ________playing board games interesting because I can play them with my friends. 

A. say   B. think  C. tell   D. find  

Circle the words or phrases that are not correct in Standard English 

27. Your shoes are the same color with mine. 

 A      B   C D 

28. The decorations for the party were create by Jessica 

             A                  B                   C       D 

29. The weather yesterday was as colder as today. 

          A   B C D  

30. Do you fancy to go out for a meal after work? 

       A           B       C            D 

IV. READING  

  Read the text and decide whether  the following statements are true (A) or false (B ) 

      Chalie Chaplin was an English actor, director, producer, and composer. He is known as the 

most creative person of the silent-film era. Charlie Chaplin’s portrayal of the tramp won the 

hearts of people all over the world.Chaplin was born in London on the 16th of April, 1889. He 

spent his childhood in poverty and hardship. In 1910, he began to perform pantomine in the 

United States. He first appeared on screen in 1914. He created his world-famous character, the 

Tramp, and he played this classic role in more than 70 films during his career. He also composed 

background music for most of his films. In 1972, Chaplin received an Honorary Academy Award 

for “the incalculable effect he has had in makingmotion pictures the art form of this century”. 

Chaplin died on the 25th of December, 1977, at his home in Switzeland. 

 31. Chalie Chaplin was an English actor.     _____ 

32. He was born in London on the May 16th, 1889 .   _____ 

33. He played the Tramp in more than 70 films.     _____ 

34. Charlie Chaplin composed background music for his film. _____ 

35. Chaplin died when he was 98 years old.    _____ 

Choose the correct answer to complete the passage by circling A, B, C or D  

        Camping is an activity in which people live (36) _________ temporarily. Campers 

participate in fishing, hunting, swimming, wildlife watching, plant study, and nature 

photography. It provides bodily benefits when it involves hiking to, from and around a campsite, 

and many people believe that camping makes youngsters (37) _________ more confident. 

Camping is suitable (38) _________ those who are in wholesome physical condition because it 

may require walking several times. The key to an ( 39 )_______ camping is planning because 

planning the trip before leaving helps (40) ________ avoid preventable accidents such as bad 

weather, injury, or simply a crowded campsite. 

36. A. upstairs  B. downstairs              C. open-air   D. inside 

37.  A. help  B. feel     C. handle   D. thumb 

38. A. for   B. in     C. at    D. on 

39. A. enjoyable  B. enjoy    C. enjoyment  D. enjoying 

 40. A. cliques  B. groups    C. parties   D. campers  

V. WRITING :  

Rewrite the sentences using the words in bracket. 

41. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

__________________________________________________________ 



42. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

_________________________________________________ 

43. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different)                

   Her taste _____________________________________  

44. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

________________________________________________________ 

45. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting __________________________________________ 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> _________________________________________________ 

47. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> ______________________________________________ 

48. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> _________________________________________________ 

49. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

50. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=> ___________________________________________ 

 



ANSWER KEYS FOR VERSON 1 

1B 2A 3B 4A 5B 6A 7C 8B 

9C 10C 11D 12A 13A 14A 15C 16B 

17B 18C 19B 20D 21C 22C 23D 24B 

25B 26A 27D 28C 29C 30C 31B 32A 

33B 34B 35A 36D 37C 38B 39B 40A 

 

41. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting is not as expensive as this one 

42. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

 They didn’t go camping yesterday because it rained heavily 

43. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                

   Her taste in art is different from mine ( my taste) 

44. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

 Meals are cooked very well by my mother 

45. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

We are interested in going swimming in summer. 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> The flowers are watered by my mother everyday. 

47. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=>Can you tell me how to cook an omelette? 

48. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=>How many teaspoons of sugar do you want ? 

49. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> My hometown is not the same as it was ten years ago. 

50. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> Have you finished your homeworked yet ? 

 
ANSWER KEYS FOR VERSON 2 

1A 2A 3B 4B 5A 6C 7D 8C 

9D 10A 11C 12C 13D 14C 15C 16C 

17D 18C 19D 20A 21C 22B 23B 24B 

25C 26C 27C 28C 29C 30D 31A 32B 

33B 34A 35A 36B 37A 38D 39A 40C 

 

41. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                

   Her taste in art is different from mine ( my taste) 

42. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

We are interested in going swimming in summer. 

43. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting is not as expensive as this one 



44. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

 They didn’t go camping yesterday because it rained heavily 

45. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

 Meals are cooked very well by my mother 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=>How many teaspoons of sugar do you want ? 

47. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> Have you finished your homeworked yet ? 

48. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> The flowers are watered by my mother everyday. 

49. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=>Can you tell me how to cook an omelette? 

50. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> My hometown is not the same as it was ten years ago. 

 



ANSWER KEYS FOR VERSON 3 

1B 2A 3A 4B 5D 6D 7A 8D 

9A 10D 11C 12B 13C 14C 15B 16C 

17C 18D 19D 20D 21C 22C 23B 24A 

25D 26B 27C 28C 29D 30C 31B 32A 

33B 34B 35B 36A 37D 38C 39C 40B 

 

41. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

 Meals are cooked very well by my mother 

42. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                

   Her taste in art is different from mine ( my taste) 

43. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

We are interested in going swimming in summer. 

44. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting is not as expensive as this one 

45. It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

 They didn’t go camping yesterday because it rained heavily 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> My hometown is not the same as it was ten years ago. 

47. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> Have you finished your homeworked yet ? 

48. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> The flowers are watered by my mother everyday. 

49. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=>Can you tell me how to cook an omelette? 

50. teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=>How many teaspoons of sugar do you want ? 

 

ANSWER KEYS FOR VERSON 4 

1B 2A 3B 4A 5C 6B 7B 8A 

9B 10B 11A 12D 13B 14A 15B 16D 

17C 18A 19B 20A 21C 22B 23D 24B 

25C 26D 27C 28D 29C 30C 31A 32B 

33B 34A 35B 36C 37B 38A 39A 40D 

 

41. . It rained heavily, so they didn’t go camping yesterday.   ( because ) 

 They didn’t go camping yesterday because it rained heavily 

42. My Mom cooks meals very well. ( Change into passive) 

 Meals are cooked very well by my mother 

43. Her taste in art is not the same as my taste   (different )                

   Her taste in art is different from mine ( my taste) 



44. We like going swimming in summer. ( interested ) 

We are interested in going swimming in summer. 

45. This painting is more expensive than that one (as...as) 

   That painting is not as expensive as this one 

Reoder the words to complete the sentences.       

46. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet?  

=> Have you finished your homeworked yet ? 

47. watered / everyday / my mother / the / are / flowers / by. 

=> The flowers are watered by my mother everyday. 

48. it/ the / my hometown / as / not / ten years / is / same / was / ago. 

=> My hometown is not the same as it was ten years ago. 

49.  teaspoons / do / want / of / how many / sugar / you ? 

=>How many teaspoons of sugar do you want ? 

50. an /tell/you/ cook /how/me/to/omelette / can /? 

=> Can you tell me how to cook an omelette? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I.AIM: 

- To test the language SS have studied and the skills they have practiced from unit 1 to unit 6:  

speaking, reading, writing, listening. 

- To test students’ knowledge after a semester 

II. CONTENTS:    

- The present continuous tense, the simple present, the past simple tense, the present perfect tense 

- Passive voice 

- Imperative with more/less 

- Compound sentences 

- Conjunctions  

                                                       MATRIX 

 

Content topics 

Thinking level Total 

of 

marks 

Recall/recognition Comprehension// 

understanding 

Apllication 

 

TN 

TL TN TL TN TL 

Listening  3 

   0,48 p 

  3 

  0,48 p 

2 

0,32p 

               8       

1,28p 

 Pronunciation 2 

   0,32 p 

 1 

0,16p 

 2 

0,32p 

 5 

         

0,8p 

Language focus 

- Choose the right answer 

- Circle the mistake 

5 

 

      0,8p      

 5 

 

0,8p      

4 

 

0,64p 

 

3 

 

0,48p 

 17 

            

2,72p 

Reading 

1. Write  “T” or “F” (A/B) 

2. Fill in the blanks with 

suitable given words 

 4 

 

    

0,64p 

        

 4 

 

    

0,64p 

 

 2 

 

  

0,32p 

10 

 

  

1,6p 

Writing 

Do as directed 

 

 3 

 

0,48 

 4 

 

   0,64p 

 3 

 

0,48p 

10 

 

 1,6p 

Total number of questions 10 7 6 15 7 5 50     

       

Total of marks 1,6p 1,12p 0,96p 2,4p 1,12p 0,8p 8p 

Percentage of marks 27% 34% 29% 80% 

8p 

 Ban giám hiệu                               Tổ ( Nhóm) CM                                          GV ra đề                                 

 

 

                                                                                                                Bui Thi Thanh Tam            
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